
Cover for 205ltr Drums - DL1

This drum cover is designed to keep debris 
or water off the top of drums and improve 
housekeeping and it can also be used with 
the IBC funnel FL200.

Will fit most 205ltr drums. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 650mm

Height 70mm

Weight 2kg
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Funnel for 205ltr Open or Closed Head Drums - 
DF1

An extra-large capacity funnel with integrat-
ed hinged lid, high sides and ribbed surface 
to allow filters etc. to drain; it is fitted with a 
metal debris strainer and the  funnel sits over 
the rim of the drum and is therefore suitable 
for use with both open or closed head 205ltr 
drums.

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 610mm

Height 230mm

Weight 4kg
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Tight Fit Drum Lid - DL2

This tight fit drum lid is made from the same flex-
ible material as our Palcons ensuring it fits se-
curely to the top of the drum.  It will stop rainwa-
ter building up on top of a drum and then causing 
contamination when the drum is opened.

Easy to clean it is compatible with most liquids 
and will fit most 205ltr drums. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter 630mm

Height 160mm

Weight 2kg
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Funnel (for 205ltr Closed Head Drums) - BT75

Backed by our 3 year guarantee

Rotationally moulded from medium density polyeth-
ylene this funnel has a debris strainer, its spout lo-
cates into the 50mm opening in the drum allowing 
spill free decanting.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

SPECIFICATIONS
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CODE
EXTERNAL SIZE 

(Ø x H)
SUMP CAPACITY COLOUR TARE WEIGHT UDL

BT75 870mm x 240mm 50ltr Yellow 5kg -

100% polyethylene for chemical compatability

UV Stabilised
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Plug - BT75PLUG 

For BT75 Funnel

A plug and chain designed to allow you to seal 
the funnel (FL300) and utilize it as a dip tank to 
clean contaminated parts in.
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